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Strong statements. 
Coolness meets warmth, sheen meets matt, texture meets
shimmer. The new materials for fall | winter 2023/24 play with
contrasts and extremes. 

The new variety of materials in the next fall/winter season makes
strong statements - to be seen at the upcoming ILM. In addition to
the return to classicism and elegance with fine leathers and wool
qualities and a glamorous increase in decoration, comfort and
lightness are not left out. Technical materials, nylons and quilting
finally enter into a liaison with naturalness and craftsmanship.
Sensuality and self-confidence characterize the new materiality.
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CLARITY

Classicism and clarity. Glamour and glitz. Sartorial elements flirt with
Modern Goth Romantic and decorative elements, studs and
metallics. Minimalist investment pieces made of timeless leather
stand for classicism and long-lasting sustainability at the same time.
Business essentials combine with clean leisurewear. Clean surfaces
and cool handles meet luxurious wool qualities, bouclés and finest
nappa. Leather and velour, lacquer and metallics are softly broken
up by melanges of wool and felt. Shine is back and shows up from
silky satins and metallics to nylon and tech materials to sparkling
sequins. 
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GROWTH
Nature as inspiration and provocation. Utility comfortwear is
enhanced with graphically interpreted folkloric designs, wild forest
prints and naive animal motifs. Denim and canvas meet washed
leathers in vintage looks. Artisanal looks combine with prepped up
ultralightweight fabrics. Braiding, graphic stitching and geometrically
interpreted ethnic motifs create an exciting kaleidoscope of details
and designs. Checks and Modern Quilting bring exciting narratives.
Flannels and corduroys set traditional accents.
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ENERGY
Fun and color first! Feelgood color blocking and block stripes
provide striking power moments. Iridescent rainbow effects,
Unexpected Metallics and Bold Nylons enrich Ultrasoft Nappa,
Croco Embossing and Highshine Lacquer. The result: a hybrid mash
up of ecstatic gaming and pop art, fairytale fantasies, real-life
avatars and NFT aesthetics. Surfaces are three-dimensional,
experimental, and often overdone. Colored Mohair, Fantasy Knit
and Fun Fur compete with the smooth surfaces for an extra dose of
fluffyness. 
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WWW.ILM-OFFENBACH.DE
#ILMOFFENBACH

Experience the unique combination of tradition, elegance and value,
innovation and contemporary design. Get to know the trends of the
industry and network with the key players of the international trade.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE FAIR FOR
INNOVATIVE AND HIGH-QUALITY LEATHER

GOODS, BAGS AND LUGGAGE 


